
Coordinating Group on Alien Pest Species (CGAPS) Meeting Agenda
9:00 am – 12:00 pm, Friday, March 8, 2024

Hybrid participation on zoom or at the Foreign-Trade Zone No.9 Homer A Maxey ITRC Pier
2. 521 Ala Moana Blvd Honolulu, HI 96813 (Harbor View Room 258)

*These notes are uncorrected by speakers and participants—they represent a sense of the meeting and
information shared. Readers and users are urged to verify data or information with the speaker.

9:00 – 9:10 Welcome and Introductions: Susan Cordell, Chair - Not present

Attendees: (CGAPS), Christy Martin (CGAPS), Ambyr Miyake (UH), (BIISC),Kailee Lefebvre Molly Murphy

(MISC), Nicole Olmsted (NAVFAC), Jeremy Gooding (USFS), Jodi Chew (USFS), Cory CamporaTeya Penniman

(NAVFAC), Mike Melzer (UH), Kimberly Kahaleua (DOFAW), (CGAPS), Liat Portner (UH), KeithStephanie Easley
Weiser (CRB), Jack Reef(HISC), Erin Bishop (OISC), Danielle Frohlich (SWCA), Chuck Chimera (HISC),

(HISC), Janet Ashman (HFB), Lori Buchanan (MoMISC), Sanna Matheny (CRB), Tiffani KeaniniElizabeth Speith
(KISC), Elizabeth Monaghan (DAR), Chelsea Arnott (HISC), Kawehi Young (BIISC), Trevor Johannsen, Joshua
Fisher (USFWS), Dexter Kishida (HDOA), Matt Baur (UCANR), Nate Dube (OISC), Mark Ladao (HPR), Melissa
Kunz (USDA), Heather Kerkering(USGS), Elliott Parsons (Pacific RISCC)

9:10 – 9:20 HDOA-Plant Industry, PQ, PPC: Dexter Kishida (Deputy)

● Plant sale issues and having better protocols for them. In particular, schools wanting to fundraise or
receive donations from private homes. This presents an opportunity to test but the plants are from
many different sources.

● Interim rule on stopping movement of LFA. Ch. 72 comments and edits are taking longer than expected.
Monday, 3/11/24, there is a meeting at HDOA or you can submit testimony. Looking to wrap up Ch. 72
by the end of the legislative session.

Here is the link to the interim rule re LFA on Oahu to be heard on Monday at 9:30am:
https://hdoa.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/HDOA-LFA-Interim-Rule-Submittal-3-11-2024-P
A-Final-ALL-DOCS.pdf

● Excited to get an MoU in place for LFA.
● Aloha Aina Landscape donated ti leaf plants to the KS plant sale that ended up having LFA (2 of 40 pots

tested positive). KS staff recorded whether or not donation came from commercial or private. We
heard YMCA and Iolani schools are having upcoming plant sales. We currently do not know how many
public schools are going to be hosting plant sales because public schools have not gotten back to HDOA
to let them know.

● POWG (Public Outreach Working Group) created BMP’s that are available on the HISC website. Please
share widely and send to landscapers and give them out at plant sales. Most of them are very
applicable to this situation.
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https://dlnr.hawaii.gov/hisc/news/invasive-species-prevention-bmps-from-the-hisc-cgaps-outreach-wo
rking-group/

9:25 – 9:30 DoD AIS in Pearl Harbor: Nicole Olmsted

● JBPHH AIS Update: Pearl Harbor update: Manual removal was successful (20,000 sq. ft or 0.4 acres out
of ~90 acres). We also tested a tarp method using sandbags to weigh down tarps and held them in
place for 8 days (13,500 sq ft or 0.2 or 0.3 acres out of ~90 acres). We saw 100% mortality. Both
methods were successful for short term removal. Manual removal is better on softer sediment and
tarps better in high density coverage areas. Unomia is negatively buoyant. Manual removal took dive
crews of 5-10 people and a crane operator to lift up 500 lb bags from water. More work than tarp
removal. Not a lot of acres covered but this was a trial so we need to scale up from here.

● Applying for different grants (Navy funding). Looking for other funding sources. We are also using the
Navy budget. Looking at REPI as well.

9:30 – 9:35 DAR: Elizabeth Monaghan

● took over Kim Fuller’s AIS biologist position. Please direct future questions to him.Jesse W. Boord
● Concerned about Unomia spread as well. Looking for funding for EDNA and divers to survey.
● Starting an outreach campaign targeting “surrendering” pets before illegal release in HI waters.
● Started SNAP surveys in Kaneohe Bay. Last year we saw an overgrowth of algae in the bay. Looking to

get supersucker in water to help with overgrowth.
● Campaign with coral disease (decon dive gear, info on how to spot coral disease, and who to contact)
● Recreational harbors biofouling surveys are being conducted
● 2 KUPU interns are conducting studies on collector urchins (ex. tagging study)
● Looking to have a more online presence and do more outreach to target online buyers
● HDOA: we want to do an aquatic amnesty weekend in collaboration with DAR

9:35 – 9:40 USFWS: Josh Fisher

● Partnership with Birds, not Mosquitoes. IIT pilot releases has begun on Maui and soon on Kauai. USFWS
has provided significant funds for this project.

● Leyla Kauffman will be the new USFWS IS Coordinator for the pacific region. She will be joining us on
April 7th

● EPA Endangered Species study- seems that there would be limited impacts. Hawaii needs more
flexibility because it doesn’t have the tens of thousands of acres that the continent has and doesn’t
seem that there are endangered species in the areas they are spraying.

9:40 – 9:45 USFS and IPIF: Jodi Chew and Susan Cordell

● USFS: FS Region hired a new person. Jeremy Gooding will be our climate change/fire ecologist. He
lives on Maui (new contact information is jeremy.gooding@usda.gov and work mobile will be
808.281.1542). Dr. Emily Senegal-Thyroff is new FS nursery specialist for Hawaii and Caribbean, located
in CA but available for us to use as well.

● IPIF:
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● ROD research: Continuing BIL-funded project; establishing plots and collecting samples; caught pigs on
camera doing their usual thing in the unfenced study area.

● Agroforestry Initiative: This project will look at ʻŌiwi agroforestry practices to synthesize best practices
under climate change, quantify these systemsʻ contributions to food sovereignty for households and
communities, and address obstacles to transitioning fallow lands to ʻŌiwi agroforestry. Zoe will be
hiring for research assistance through RCUH in the near future to visit agroforestry sites, interview
agroforestry practitioners, and make observations on plant assemblages.

● Vegetation succession following clearcutting of lowland Hawaiian rainforest on the island of Hawai‘i:
Flint presented on this at HCC over 10 years ago; it’s now a published article in a special issue of Pacific
Science honoring Dieter Mueller Dombois, because Dieter encouraged this particular research. You
might recall in the 80’s when hundreds of acres of native forest were clearcut for bioenergy power
production in Puna. This study provided evidence of what happens after clearcutting lowland native
forest – ohia can and will come back – as long as albizia isn’t around. So the research supports the idea
of suppressing non-native trees in disturbed areas if the goal is to reestablish native forest.

Hereʻs some coverage of the paper Flint coauthored
https://bigislandnow.com/2024/03/06/scientists-uncover-surprising-findings-in-big-island-forest-27-ye
ars-after-clear-cut/

● Perceptions of Tree Diseases in Indigenous Communities: Native Alaskan and Hawaiian Insights: There
is very little in the scientific literature on social and cultural impacts of tree mortality. This paper
provides examples of Indigenous perspectives on Yellow Cedar decline in Alaska and ROD in Hawaii. For
Hawaii, the article discusses the ideas of hulihia and kulia, and the protocol that was developed for
transitioning Merrie Monarch materials made with ohia materials after the event. While in HI we know
the importance cultural and social considerations have played in ROD management, this paper calls for
doing this more, for inclusive and effective resource stewardship.

● Climate-driven differences in flow regimes alter tropical freshwater ecosystems with consequences for
an endemic shrimp: Looked at ‘ōpae kalaʻole/ ʻōpae kuahiwi in North Hilo streams and how their
abundance, biomass, and health varied with streamflow. Streams with high and persistent baseflow
had more ʻōpae biomass, larger shrimp, and healthier shrimp. Changes in baseflow may negatively
affect stream organisms like ʻōpae.

9:45 – 9:50 NAVFAC Pacific: Cory Campora

● Continuing interdiction efforts of CRB, BTS, etc.

9:50 – 9:55 UH Agrosecurity Lab: Michael Melzer

● Parwinder Grewal is the new Dean of CTAHR. He came from NE and came onboard last week.
● Faculty recruitments: Oahu “resilient plant pathology” specialist, “arthropod identification and

monitoring” specialist in Hilo, and “pesticide safety education” agent on Oahu. Would like to offer
positions to people soon before budget cuts.
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● Western Plant Diagnostic Network duties transferred to ADSC. Completed seed potato certification for
‘23/’24 at 115731 plants tested from Dec-Feb. Continuing 2023 Cooperative Ag Pest surveys are
ongoing (citrus, field crops and palm commodity surveys)

● Lab updates: working on a potential viral disease of coffee. Use of RNAi against CLR and ROD
pathogens. Identification and elimination of viral pathogens in native hibiscus/malvaceae.

● Found sugar palm weevil has spread outside of Oahu to other islands.

9:55 – 10:00 HISC: Chelsea Arnott

● Leyla will continue biosecurity work in her new position with USFWS. We are posting her position with
RCUH soon. She coordinated the ports of entry program and had expanded roles.

● Funding: the amount of energy at the legislative session for IS bills is a lot. HB1800 HD1 is the state bill
and Gov put in $500k for HAL and added 7 positions, totalling 1.3 MIL for HAL (which would be
recurring!). A lot of funds are going to the Maui Fire recovery efforts so we are expecting less funding
then in years past. HISC cannot advocate for anything that is outside of HB1800, but other orgs should!

● ACTION: HISAM is in May 2024. Proclamation is on May 10, 2024. Sent out nominations for HISAM
awards. We would like to recognize those people in person. If you have anyone in mind.

● Dexter mentioned that we are moving forward on an MOU for LFA. Essentially, it is a way forward to
make sure we are all on the same page.

● Working on bullet points of HRS 194 (HISC statutes) including data standardization and increasing
funding.

10:00 – 10:05 Ports of Entry monitoring program (Mamalu Poepoe): Jack Reef

● Japanese beetles: coordinating with HDOA, USDA, and Dept. of Ag in Oregon for a field visit to develop
a response plan for Hawaii.

● Mosquitoes: supporting a vector control conference in April. Site visits in CA.
● Currently in development for port of entry plans. Program has expanded to Kahului Ports.
● Pau hana farewell for Leyla on April 2 at Honolulu Beerworks!

10:05 – 10:10 ROD: Ambyr Miyake

● ROD scientists continue to conduct and publish their research. All published papers about ROD can be
found on the ROD website: www.RapidOhiaDeath.org.

● The ROD Science Symposium is a symposium to gather scientists, land managers and others to talk
about the last 10 years of ROD science. The symposium will be held in Hilo on July 18-19, 2024.

● This is the ROD outreach team's 7th year working in collaboration with the Merrie Monarch Festival.
This is the first year that the team will host a booth next to the lei vendors to try to and spread the
message of using alternative foliage to ohia, the ohia quarantine rule, and general awareness of ROD to
both locals and visitors. During this festival season the team airs PSA’s on the main radio stations across
Hawaii Island, work with HDOA to place illuminated signage in the DKI Honolulu Airport, and work with
HDOA to staff inspectors at both Hilo and Kona International airports to talk about the quarantine rule
and to confiscate ohia materials before departure.
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● ROD scientists are once again hosting an 8-presentation session at the Hawaii Conservation Conference
which will be held at the Convention Center this summer.

● The ROD outreach team will be hosting their annual ROD Outreach Workshop, which will be held in Hilo
on Thursday, Sep 19 - Friday, Sep 20, 2024. This is an annual workshop in which the team hosts
outreach specialists and coordinators from across the state and chat about outreach activities, goals
and outcomes, etc.

10:10 – 10:15 CRB: Keith Weiser

Oahu

● Palm Treatments: Currently injecting palms around ports. Treatments within the 2,500 ft buffer of
Honolulu Airport ongoing. Misinformation on treatments. Protocols for user-friendly treatments.

● Palm surveys: Changes to our palm survey procedures to reflect that of international CRB damage
scales

● Trapping: Completed even distribution of traps across the island (important component for
delimiting).

■ Low density (4 per sq mile)-most of O’ahu
■ Medium density - properties that prepare material for shipment off-island
■ High density - ports

● Outreach: Statewide communication plan with partners. Developing community management
resources

● Research: Light trapping experiments by Dan Jenkins lab (UV lights). Paper is in prep and should be
out soon. Mike Melzer’s lab is still looking at host plant tests

Neighboring Islands

● CRB Response assisting partners in surveys, trapping, data collection, and outreach
○ CRB statewide communications plan

● Will schedule regular visits to all positive islands in 2024
● Trapping: Continued trap installations. Community traps - (managed by respective islands ISCs)
● Hawaii Island: No new finds since first positive breeding site (Waikoloa area)
● Maui: Aerial treatments of host palms at Maui Nui golf course done by HDOA and UH (demon Max,

no beetles were found). Recent CRB Response trip: Added traps to 2 golf courses, 1 nursery; palm
surveys in central and west Maui. Inter-agency response group. No new finds

● Kauai: Second treatment by HDOA and Dr. Dan Jenkins (UH) at Wailua Golf Course. They treated over
200 trees with treatments. Wailua GC site has the highest density of CRB on Kauai.

● Lanai/Molokai: Recent CRB Response trip (Lanai: Surveyed palms, trap deployment, risk assessment).
No finds

● Chelsea Arnott: Dexter can you speak to the taskforce that has been setup by HDOA? We call it a WG
and only had one meeting so far. The $1M we got for CRB; therefore, we are putting together a WG
from across the pacific to chat more about it. We are looking at hosting a session for CRB BMP’s for
the pacific. Per Christy: there is a SRP for CRB for the Pacific already.
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● Per Elliot Parsons: What is the estimate population abundance from the traps? Where we do have
higher trap catches is where we find more CRB but it is not a linear relationship. So far there has not
been research on the topic.

10:15 – 10:20 USDA APHIS: Cheryl Young (written update only)

● The Plant Protection Act Section 7721, Plant Pest and Disease Management and Disaster Prevention
Program has released its FY24 spending plan. Hawaii will receive more than $1.3 million, including
funds for a palm pest survey, tropical hosts survey, and vegetable survey. Other approved funding will
go to research on fruit flies and the tropical nut borer. Information about funding for coconut
rhinoceros beetle has not been released yet.

10:20 – 10:30 Break

10:30 – 10:40 Plant Pono: Molly Murphy

● Plant Pono was created to prevent potential invasives from getting into the landscape.
● 2012 - CGAPs and Christy Martin created the catchy name Plant Pono and its logo, as well as the

user-friendly website that houses the HPWRAs. BMPs for a nursery endorsement program
● 2014- BIISC began its nursery endorsement program with input from HILA. 50 plants were on the ‘No

Grow list’.
● 2016 - KISC began its nursery endorsement program. Backout plant list - 38 plants ceased immediate

sale. Phase out list - 15 plants phase out the sale over 2 years - had extensive input from KLIC and other
members of the horticulture industry - we provided a list of 20 plants and had them rank and help
choose the 15. Requires businesses to adopt BMPs into their business model - we help them build the
BMP that will work for their workflow/business - BMPs include LFA, Coqui, Nursery equipment and
landscaping equipment - The BMPs are a large part of the program especially for landscapers. - this
year we plan to include CRB BMPs once those are finalized. Annual LFA and coqui surveys required for
nurseries. Nursery & Landscaping our the main ones.

● 2017 - BIISC took 40 plants off their No Grow list because they weren't in the nursery trade. Spring
Nursery Surveys

● 2020- 4 species were phased out because they weren't found in extensive nursery surveys in over 3
years. 4 new species were added with input from stakeholders

● Take home message:plantpono.org is a statewide tool to choose noninvasive plants. Other islands could
develop their own endorsement programs.

10:40 – 10:45 BIISC: Kawehi Young

● 2023: 3,200 acres surveyed for 13 target species, 766,900 acres surveyed for ROD, and 74,000 plants
controlled.

● 6,734 people reached at various outreach events, 44,270 total annual reach for social media, and 225
people attended our planting workshops (highly successful!!)

● 345 native plants given away at workshops and attendees were from all ages, 22 businesses endorsed
through Plant Pono, and 9 native planting workshops.
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● In 2024, the outreach team has been working on palm surveys, CRB trapping network, outreach at
community events/schools, social media campaign that focuses on reporting. Focusing on the Waikoloa
region for now because that is where the CRB detection is. Yesterday morning we found 2 Queensland
Longhorned Beetle larvae which was intercepted by HDOA PQ in Hilo of a cycad shipment to Lanai.
HDOA is following up with treatments.

● Putting together a Hala Festival that celebrates hala, to also raise awareness of IS on Hawaii Island.
Festival is on Hawaii Island on Saturday, May 18, 2024.

10:45 – 10:50 MISC: Teya Penniman

● Planning: MISC is working to update and strengthen Action Plans for each of our major target species,
including miconia, pampas grass, coqui frogs, and little fire ants, and also one for MISC’s role with CRB.

● Plants: We are ramping up on aerial operations for miconia and pampas grass. We will be doing some
remote camping in East Maui to do ground surveys in areas previously controlled. We also finally got
permission to control a longstanding pampas site in upcountry Maui. The plants are approximately
ginormous in size.

● Also working with Chelsea and Nelson Paint Company on developing an application for an SLN for
imazapyr for four species of invasive plants: Australian tree fern, mule’s foot fern, Himalayan ginger,
and pampas grass.

● Coqui frogs: We continue to have hiring challenges for the coqui crew. Current staffing includes
Coordinator, 2.5 staff for regular crew and 2 community liaisons, who are supporting 10 community
coqui control groups. We met on Wednesday evening with one group of folks, which had
Councilmember Cook and Senator DeCoite present. There will be a site visit with Sen. DeCoite
tomorrow to explore options related to the coqui barrier fence.

● Coqui Barrier fence: this is well under way. Of the 33 proposed segments, 20 have had vegetation
clearing, and 11 have had the barrier fence installed. Incidentally, a social media post came out recently
by a person who independently decided to install a barrier fence. Her comments included: It works! So
far, so good, knock on wood, I haven’t had any coquis in my yard. I can hear coqui in my neighbor’s yard
and across the street, but my yard is quiet.

● Little fire ants: Work continues at all known sites. The most recent detection was a great example of
community awareness. An upcountry family received a shipment of plants through the Post Office, saw
ants they weren’t familiar with and brought samples to MISC within days of the discovery. MISC turned
the issue over to Maui HDOA as it seems like the shipment might not have been legal (from the shipper
end). Then owners did some initial control using Amdro before contacting us. We have not detected
any plants at the site – best case scenario!

● LFA Detector dog: We hope that at our next meeting we will be introducing you to the “Freddie.” We
are furiously working to finalize details for travel to Australia to train the handler and LFA Coordinator
who will then return with the dog, followed by the trainers for transition.

● Oahu: MISC was invited to a meeting with City &amp; County Councilmembers Esther Kia’aina and
Matt Weyer, as the Council recently passed a resolution to start looking at how to support OISC. Our
role was to share information about strong support from Maui County. In the evening we attended a
meeting of the Key Project, where Brooke Mahnken, Michelle Montgomery, and Dexter were part of
the panel discussion focused on little fire ants. Their volunteer community has actively taken on doing
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control work, ably led by Kapua Kawelo and Joby Rohrer. It was very inspiring to see the power of
community on Oahu.

● Coconut Rhinoceros Beetle: We met on Tuesday with the Maui County Department of Agriculture – the
County has established a Working group on CRB; this was the first inter-agency meeting. MISC and
HDOA and CRB Response were all invited and present.

● Outreach and Education: Sadly, we will be losing our awesome Outreach Associate Merrill Ranken who
headed up our education program and also worked on the Maui-Mauka Conservation Awareness
Training project. As a part-time STEM-oriented teacher she brought a lot of great connections and
insights. She will be retiring due to family reasons but will help us through transition if we are able to
hire while she is still with us. This also presents an opportunity: we are working to adjust our overall
focus to pull back on doing logistics for the MMCAT work to focus more on the landscape industry in
addition to doing the classroom and teacher training work. We hope to make that a full-time position.

● Fiscal: MISC is again in perilous status regarding County funding. We know that the County (along with
the State) expects to have challenges with funding due to the fires. Mahalo to Chelsea for generating
state support.

10:50 – 10:55 MoMISC: Lori Buchanan

● Naio Thrips: report of thrips came in after Christmas. Using Maui Naio Thrip plan, we convened a WG
and are doing initial absence/presence map and delimiting surveys.

● CRB: not detected on Molokai. We have been doing CRB surveys for the past 15 years and expanding
EDRR.

● This week, Maui’s HDOA is conducting assessments and looking how to best help Molokai for Early
Detection.

● On March 16, 2024, Malama Learning Center is conducting a teacher workshop and MoMISC is
supporting workshop.

● A gopher snake was found in some pallets shipped from CA. Maui HDOA staff came to get snake.
Trainings worked!

● Supported SWCA’s SNIPP training for HDOT staff.
● ROD not detected on Molokai yet.
● Supported DOFAW’s Kaulunani’s Arbor Day collaboration.
● Lori will send Dexter new Young Brother’s schedule, which is a week old and not posted anywhere.

10:55 – 11:00 OISC: Nate Dube

● Kepano and Phil got position changes to field crew leads.
● Community liaison position is out and if you know of anyone please send them our way.
● Field operations: heli contract issues we cannot complete all heli surveys (miconia treatment and ROD

survey)
● Cane Ti and Devil weed treatments: lower Kahana looks like a success story.
● ROD response for 3rd detection of huliohia in Makaha. Continue to respond to community calls.
● Waimanalo coqui site: Right of Entry issues. Looking into contacting UH Engineering staff to see about

constructing a coqui pipeline.
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● LFA: Punahou Carnival Plant Sale found 400 plants that tested positive for LFA. Stopped the sale of
infested materials.

● Outreach staff has been helping HAL with Lanikai surveys. Met with Rep. Marten to discuss the Lanikai
issue.

● Erin has been visiting North Shore farms and ranches about devil weed.
● Outreach team has been busy at events, schools, and fairs. Also presented at PCUGC, Rotary Club, etc.

Continue monthly Kahuku motorcross Devil Weed surveys.
● Looking at a potential new baseyard at Hoomaluhia Botanical Gardens. Waiting for paperwork between

C&C and UH. Got an old truck fixed!

11:00 – 11:05 KISC: Tiffani Keanini

● EDRR in 2024 has focused on a few plants.
● LFA: 1 new site detected. Now we have 8 sites on Kauai. 1 site in eradication, 1 in treatment, and 5 in

need of a treatment strategy.
● CRB: 7 areas that CRB has been detected on islands. So far, 301 beetles have been detected on Kauai.

We need an island wide management plan.
● Coqui: in 2023, we controlled some coqui frogs. Found an egg cluster as well.
● ROD: sampling priority suspects. Heli surveys were postponed.
● Last year we launched the monthly “Invasive Informant” radio segment with KKCR radio station.

11:05 – 11:20 Biosecurity Bills: Christy Martin

● Its a super busy time in relation to IS bills this legislative session.
● SB3237 and its companion, HB2758: Omnibus bill. Long bill with different parts.
● In HISC/CGAPS strategy we have to help counties for on island work by engaging the counties.
● HISC BROWNBAG biosecurity bills presentation.

○ Youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efr_wQJdX28

11:20 – 11:30 CGAPS Programmatic Survey Results: Kailee Lefebvre

● CGAPS Programmatic Survey 2024: 23 responses.
● About 50% of respondents have been attending meetings for over the past 5+ years.
● Important benefits: networking, hearing updates, etc.
● Other key people we should be including: additional researchers and interns, IS coordinator for various

regions
● We will continue to offer hybrid meeting options
● Webinars/presentations around IS issues as well as meetings/bills pertaining to IS issues
● Website: people primarily looking at reports/studies and biosecurity protocols/strategies

11:30 – 11:40 CGAPS: Christy Martin

11:40 – 11:55 Additional Partner Updates
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● Musical Partner Update (courtesy of A.I. & Elizabeth Speith): "Hawaii Invasive Species"
https://sl.bing.net/gWLLgVGpNxQ

● And one about CRB: https://app.suno.ai/song/72e46681-0973-4ccc-b286-a7cecb91d587
● Pacific RISCC: International Invasive Species and Climate Change Conference (IISCCC) talks were just

posted here: https://www.risccnetwork.org/iisccc2024

11:55 – 12:00 New Business and Announcements

Note: To join or leave the CGAPS listserve, click here (https://bit.ly/2RExLJP) or, go to the University of Hawaii’s
listserve webpage and search for the CGAPS List.

The next Quarterly General CGAPS Meeting will be on Thursday, June 20, 2024 12-3p. This meeting will be
hybrid with an in-person location at the Foreign-Trade Zone No.9 Homer A Maxey ITRC Pier 2 521 Ala Moana
Blvd Honolulu, HI 96813 (Harbor View Room 258). If you would like to join virtually or would like a calendar
invite please register with this link.
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